
EDITORIALS

Heterogeneity of Aging: Individual Risk Factors, Mechanisms,
Patient Priorities, and Outcomes

This editorial comments on the article by Nguyen et al. in this issue.

I f it were not for the great variability among individ-
uals, medicine might as well be a science and not an art.

—Sir William Osler, 1892

William Osler, generally considered the Father of Modern
Medicine, commented that variability among individuals rep-
resented the main barrier to medical practice transitioning
from an art to a science. Variability is intrinsically inter-
connected with aging. Even at birth, differences between indi-
viduals are already evident because of heterogeneity of genetic
inheritance, together with varied environmental exposures, as
well as maternal lifestyle and behaviors during fetal growth.
After birth, the degree of diversity expands dramatically with
aging because of complex factors both intrinsic and extrinsic
to the individual. Since Osler’s time, average life expectancy
has nearly doubled from 45 to 79 years and with the growing
percentage of older persons in the population, the variability
of older patients has also expanded challenging traditional
medical approaches to dealing with their complexity.
Evidence-based geriatrics has emerged as a solution to this
problem. Today’s geriatricians define the uniqueness of older
patients’ needs and the specific nature of clinical expertise
required to care for them by relying on direct clinical experi-
ences and a profound knowledge of the published literature.1,2

Real-world clinical care of geriatric patients is anything
but predictable. Older patients may present with clinical
manifestations, geriatric syndromes, comorbidities, frailty,
social needs, susceptibility to treatment side effects, and per-
sonal priorities that greatly differ from those seen in youn-
ger age groups. Because of such complexity, and despite an
important emphasis on universal health outcomes in geriat-
ric medicine,3 it is extremely unlikely that in the course of a
day a geriatrician would ever see two patients with exactly
the same constellation of clinical problems requiring
precisely the same solutions. Indeed, the challenges and
rewards of geriatric practice lie in the ability to find “wrin-
kles” and patterns within such overwhelming complexity
that can then be targeted for functional and quality of life
improvements.2 A skilled geriatrician needs to possess a
deep knowledge of internal medicine, yet must also recog-
nize that such knowledge is often insufficient to address by

itself the intricacy of interactions between varied geriatric
syndromes, multimorbidities, frailty as well contributing
behavioral and environmental factors.4-6

For those dedicated to the care of older patients, it can
be surprising and even frustrating that the special needs of
geriatric patients are often not recognized by colleagues
from other medical disciplines, healthcare administrators,
and payers. However, we must admit that part of the prob-
lem lies in a scientific literature in geriatrics and gerontology
that is still rooted on cross-sectional comparisons between
younger and older persons and randomized clinical trials
that impose narrow definitions of “cases” and “controls”
together with exclusion criteria that are incompatible with
the extreme heterogeneity that characterizes older
populations. Indeed, in our view, higher-level geriatric
training must begin by decreasing the emphasis on “aver-
ages” and endorsing the idea that no two older adults are
ever exactly alike. Interindividual variability of health and
function independent of and expanding with chronological
age is a pillar of modern gerontology that justifies the idea
of individual biological aging rates. While clinical aspects of
this heterogeneity are “obvious,” the evidence in support of
increasing heterogeneity as a fundamental feature of aging
still remains somewhat vague and general with little support
from empirical evidence.7 Indeed, to this day, most publi-
shed observational or interventional studies of aging do not
report or discuss variability in their findings, instead focus-
ing on average differences between groups.

In the context of the above considerations, the report by
Nguyen et al8 begins to fill an important void by examining
both between-age and within-age heterogeneity using a large
and well-established cohort, the Canadian Longitudinal
Study on Aging. A total of 34 health characteristics in eight
domains (physical measures, vital signs, physiological mea-
sures, physical performance, function/disability, chronic
conditions, frailty, and laboratory values) were evaluated in
30,097 community-dwelling adults from 45 to 86 years of
age. Of the 34 health characteristics studied, 17 showed
increased heterogeneity, eight showed decreased heterogene-
ity, and nine had no association with age. Although these
novel findings need to be replicated using other cohorts, they
raise two important questions, which we wish to discuss.
First, why does heterogeneity involving many parameters
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increase with aging, while others show no association with
age or even decline? Second, is there a path to incorporating
these emerging principles into future research studies aimed
at improving the care of older adults?

At least theoretically, the increase in heterogeneity, which
is seen with many aspects of aging, is not surprising. Aging
can be conceptualized as a dynamic accumulation of molecu-
lar and cellular damage that is continuously counteracted by
resilience strategies that have been evolutionarily selected for
their ability to maintain homeostasis and function in the face
of varied stressors.9 This dynamic process is expressed across
many biological and physiological domains, each one
attempting to maintain a system within a reference range of
acceptable function. Over time, unrepaired damage accumu-
lates and physiological measures spread outside of homeo-
static boundaries and become more heterogeneous. Such
increased heterogeneity may or may not then be evidenced in
terms of basal variables under homeostatic control. However,
hidden heterogeneity can be uncovered by a stressor, as seen
when measuring, for example, orthostatic as opposed to
merely sitting blood pressures. Therefore, aggregate deviations
from homeostatic boundaries across physiological systems can
determine heterogeneity of health at the organismal level.

However, not all measures collected in an epidemiolog-
ical study are under tight homeostatic control, and those
that are not may not show increased heterogeneity with
aging. For example, fasting glucose is tightly controlled by
a quite sophisticated homeostatic system, and, as expected,
the heterogeneity of fasting glucose in people who do not
self-report diabetes increases with aging (Figure 1A, data
from the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging). In con-
trast, height is established after puberty and is highly vari-
able between individuals. While mechanical factors do
influence bone mass, height is not subject to ongoing
homeostatic regulation and demonstrates a near-universal

decline with aging because of a combination of postural
and intervertebral changes. However, the rate of decline is
steeper in those, mostly men, who are taller to start with,
therefore leading to a regression to the mean and a com-
pression of heterogeneity.10

It is also important to consider that deviations from the
homeostatic equilibrium connected with deteriorations of
health and varied comorbidities may confound associations
with aging as a result of selective mortality and/or bias in
study subject enrollment and retention. This problem is par-
ticularly relevant when analyzing cross-sectional studies.
For example, a comparison of knee-extension isokinetic
strength across age groups shows substantial shrinking of
heterogeneity in the oldest age group, probably as a result
of a floor effect, whereby those individuals with the lowest
strength die or fail to participate for different reasons.11

In view of the above considerations, the inclusion of
measures of heterogeneity in research studies will only be
useful if clear definitions are developed and validated that
can then lead to an enhanced understanding and ultimately
improved clinical care paradigms. Nevertheless, we feel that
even at this very early stage much can be learned. Indeed,
dimensions and biomarkers that show progressive expan-
sion of heterogeneity with aging followed by a decline of
heterogeneity at oldest ages when most of expected mortal-
ity occurs may represent optimum measures since they indi-
cate both a breaking of the homeostatic equilibrium as well
as relevance for health and independence.

As noted, a degree of hidden heterogeneity in these
dimensions due to shrinking resilience capacity may only be
revealed by challenges involving daily life events. For example,
among participants in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of
Aging who had a fasting glucose of less than 100 mg/dL, het-
erogeneity of a 2-hour glucose after an oral glucose tolerance
test increased substantially with aging (Figure 1B). Although it
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Figure 1. Evidence of increased heterogeneity in glucose handling with aging. Heterogeneity in both fasting glucose in people who
do not self-report diabetes (A) and 2-hour glucose after an oral glucose tolerance test among those with fasting glucose less than
100 mg/dL (B) increases substantially with aging (unpublished data from the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging).
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is difficult to generalize from one example, it is possible that
patterns of heterogeneity, which change with aging, may help
in selecting parameters to be used as biomarkers of aging biol-
ogy that are relevant for health. The importance of studying
variability to better identify biomarkers of aging has been
recently underlined in the context of plasma proteins whereby
varied proteomic biomarkers undergo patterns of undulating
waves of changes at different ages.12

There are also aspects of heterogeneity that may indi-
cate healthy aging. For example, variability in the technical
execution of a volitional movement declines with aging and
negatively affects function and risk of falls, perhaps because
of a reduced ability to respond to unexpected situations due
to a lack of flexibility motor control.13 Similarly, there is
some evidence that in spite of the accumulation of memory-
like immune cells, naïve T cells decline and the heterogene-
ity of the human CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell receptor repertoire
shrinks with aging, as does older adults’ capacity to
respond to novel or altered pathogens.14 Again, these are
examples of “good” heterogeneity of mechanisms that are
not modulated by effective homeostatic mechanisms to
maintain them within “normal boundaries.” Finally, there is
strong evidence that the underlying physiology maintaining
normal physical and cognitive function are redundant and
similar functions can be accomplished with different strate-
gies. For example, recent data demonstrate that muscle
walking performance in men is affected by peak muscle
strength while in women neurological control is most criti-
cal.15 Clearly, heterogeneity in these dimensions with aging
will have different effects in the two sexes.15

Finally, an interesting aspect that the authors touch
upon in their discussion, and one that is particularly impor-
tant from a translational perspective, is how their research
may influence our approach to the calculation of “norma-
tive values.” From a clinical perspective, we believe that the
“normal” status reflects “extreme health” at any stage of life
and that changes in parameters or their heterogeneity that
occur with aging should not be used to modify “normal
values.” However, as the authors point out, a description of
the parameters that change with aging is helpful in under-
standing individual needs, helping to define and allocate
resources, and individualized treatment approaches.

Viewed from the above perspective, development of
deeper insights into aging-related heterogeneity can offer
remarkable opportunities at enhancing functional outcomes
and independence in older adults through improved targeting
involving clinical approaches and interventions.7,16 Unlike Pre-
cision Medicine, which has been mostly guided by heterogene-
ity involving inherited genetic factors, the concept of Precision
Gerontology encompasses a more holistic approach reflective
of the multifactorial complexity of aging.7,16 To that end, het-
erogeneity of aging may reflect variability involving underlying
risk factors, mechanisms, and treatment effects, offering
opportunities for improved targeting of shared risk factors,
shared mechanisms, and population subsets. Thus, the study
of heterogeneity with aging represents important research that
opens a new chapter of aging research. These and other novel
approaches will be needed as we seek to achieve the ultimate
dream of all geriatricians and gerontologists—making a wide-
spread “compression of morbidity” a reality whereby all peo-
ple follow the same very healthy trajectory until literally
moments before dying, and therefore all heterogeneity

involving functional declines disappears while our individual
personal uniqueness of course remains.
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